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Abstrat6

A new �ssion hamber was developed and built for prompt-�ssion-neutron spe-

tra (PFNS) measurements in neutron-indued �ssion of atinides, and is de-

sribed in J. Taieb et al., Nul. Instr. and Meth. A 833 (2016) 1-7. It allowed

us to minimize inident- and outgoing-neutron sattering, and optimize both

time resolution and alpha to �ssion fragment disrimination. The �ssion ham-

ber was validated and used for 238U and 252Cf PFNS measurements. To measure

PFNS of samples with a natural alpha ativity of the order of 10 MBq, further

improvements to the detetor were done and are presented in this work. Tests

of the improved �ssion hamber lead to a �ssion fragment detetion e�ieny

of 91% for a 14.41 MBq 240Pu deposit, and 99% for a 247 kBq 242Pu deposit.

The �ssion hamber was suessfully used for 239Pu PFNS measurements at the

Weapons Neutron Researh faility of the Los Alamos Neutron Siene Center

(WNR�LANSCE).

Keywords: Fission hamber, high ativity samples, e�ieny, segmented7

anode8

1. Introdution9

In reent publiations [1, 2℄, a new type of light-weighted �ssion hamber10

developed for Prompt-Fission-Neutron Spetra (PFNS) measurements was pre-11

sented. Atinide mass, time resolution and the amount of strutural material12

were optimized to improve both alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination and time-13

of-�ight measurements resolution, as well as to redue the amount of neutrons14
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sattered from the detetor. These hambers were suessfully used in PFNS15

experiments at di�erent failities: LICORNE at Institut de Physique Nuléaire16

Orsay (IPNO), Weapon Nulear Researh (WNR) at Los Alamos, 4MV Van17

de Graa� at Bruyères-le-Chatel. Some results on 238U(n,f) reations were pub-18

lished [2, 3℄.19

The next step was to use the �ssion hamber in experiments using high20

alpha-ativity atinides suh as 239Pu. While the main priniple of the detetor21

remains the same (gas type and pressure, gap between anode and athode),22

improvements are needed to deal with the high ativity of the sample in terms23

of radioprotetion on one hand, and to avoid alpha-signals pile-up, whih de-24

grades the alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination, on the other. By improving25

this disrimination, uts on angular and energy distributions of deteted �s-26

sion fragment are redued and the indued bias on extrated PFNS and others27

observables (angular distribution, mean neutron energy, number of neutrons28

emitted per �ssion...) beome negligible. In the following, details of the de-29

tetor developed for 239Pu, but well suited for any other high alpha-ativity30

sample, will be presented.31

2. New design of the hamber32

2.1. Mehanial aspets33

A shemati view of the �ssion hamber is shown in Fig. 1. As for the34

hamber desribed in [1℄, the material budget was minimized, to ensure low35

neutron-sattering rate, thus reduing the neutron bakground generated dur-36

ing the experiment. Following the same idea, all used materials are almost37

hydrogen-free. However, beause of the high ativity of the 239Pu deposits, han-38

dling and assembling the targets in the hamber had to be performed in gloves39

box. Therefore, the external ase of the 239Pu detetor had to be redesigned to40

take into aount this spei�ity. Moreover, the dimensions of the detetor were41

inreased so that strutural material does not interept the neutron �ight path.42
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When in use, the �ssion hamber is �lled with �owing tetra�uoromethane43

(CF4) gas at a �xed absolute pressure typially 100 mbar above atmospheri44

pressure.45

The external struture is a 1 mm-thik aluminium parallelepiped soldered on46

a 4 mm-thik aluminium �ange. The struture supports glued titanium foils on47

eah side: 100 µm thik on retangular sides, 50 µm thik on entrane and exit48

sides. Titanium foils are glued from the inner side, to stand the gas pressure49

inside the hamber. The soldered �ange is srewed on the �ange glued to the50

PCB. An o-ring ensures the gas tightness between the over and the PCB.51

Figure 1: Sheme of the assembled �ssion hamber (titanium foils are not showned).

All the eletroni onnetions and mehanial support were plaed on the52

bottom side of the hamber. This side onsists in a printed iruit board (PCB)53

supporting all front-end eletronis omponents. The anodes are onneted on54

the internal side, while pre-ampli�ers are onneted on the external one. The55

PCB also integrates high voltage onnetions for the drift �eld between anodes56

and athodes, low voltage onnetions for pre-ampli�ers and a readout onnetor57

for eah anode. A 3 mm-thik aluminium �ange is glued on the external fae58

of the PCB to �x the over. Aluminium strutures �xed on the internal fae of59

the PCB supports three rods made of Torlon R© [4℄ to position the eletrodes.60
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2.2. The athodes61

Twenty-two 239Pu samples were prepared by the JRC-Geel target laboratory.62

The sample thikness is a ompromise between the amount of matter (and thus63

the �ssion rate) and the energy loss of the emitted �ssion fragments in the64

deposit. The lower the loss, the better the alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination.65

The Plutonium material was eletroplated on a 25 µm-thik aluminium bak-66

ing (see Fig. 2), glued on the athode frame. The diameter of the deposit is67

33 mm with a thikness of 250 µg/cm2. Eah deposit ontains ≈ 2.1 mg (5 MBq)68

of 239Pu for a total of 47 mg housed in the hamber. The ground onnexion of69

the athode to the hamber is ensure by a glued able.70

Figure 2: 239Pu sample eletroplated on the athode frame, with glued able for the

ground onnexion in the detetor.

2.3. Fission hamber assembly71

The mounting of the Pu deposits inside the �ssion hamber was performed72

at JRC-Geel in a dediated gloves box. The PCB with internal supports was73

positioned vertially and then athodes, spaers and anodes were threaded on74

the insulating rods (see piture 3(a)). Eah anode ollets the signal from two75

deposits (athodes): one on eah side. So there are 11 eletronis hannels76

orresponding to the 22 deposits.77

One the 22 athodes and the 11 anodes are installed, the hamber is losed78

by the over (piture 3(b), right), and it an be removed from the gloves box79

after ontamination lean-up.80
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Pitures of the �ssion hamber assembly in a gloves box. The stak of

anodes and athodes (with 239Pu) is mounted (a) before losing the detetor with the

over (b).

3. Dediated segmented anodes81

3.1. Anode priniple82

One anode of the �ssion hamber deals with 10 MBq alpha ativity om-83

pared to a standard �ssion rate during experiments of around 15 f/s. In order to84

improve alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination, a dediated anode was designed.85

The goal is to redue the impat of alpha pile-up on the detetion of �ssion86

fragments and enhane their disrimination. As the alpha-�ssion fragment dis-87

rimination is based on the di�erent harge-signal amplitudes indued by alpha88

partiles and �ssion fragments, the worst senario ours when an alpha is emit-89

ted parallel to the athode. Indeed in this ase its deposited harge is lose to90

the one deposited by a �ssion fragment emitted perpendiularly to the ath-91

ode. The alpha-partile trak length an be longer than the radius of the anode92

(37 mm), while the trak length of the �ssion fragment will be only the gap93

between the anode and the athode (2.5 mm), as shown in Fig. 4(a). The anode94

was therefore segmented in two onentri regions and the olleted harge was95

read only from the entral zone. This allowed us to redue the amount of alpha96

signals with amplitudes omparable with the ones from �ssion fragments. The97

external part of the anode is isolated from the entral part but kept at the same98
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eletrial potential, so not to distort the eletri �eld in the olletion region.99

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Priniple of the segmented anode. The red zone orresponds to the harge

olletion zone. In ase of a full anode, alphas and alphas pile-up an have greater

amplitudes than �ssion fragments (FF) ones (a). With the segmented anode, this

amplitude is redued (b).

Moreover, a dediated modern front-end eletronis with very short shaping100

times (≈ 10 ns) also redues the signals pile-up and improve the time resolution101

of the setup.102

This peuliar anode design, suitable for high-ativity samples �ssion ham-103

ber, have been patented [5℄.104

3.2. Validation tests with high alpha-ativity 240,242Pu deposits105

This new anode onept was tested with high alpha-ativity deposits of106

240,242Pu. These two isotopes are haraterized by a very high alpha-ativity107

ompared to their spontaneous �ssion deay rate. They are then good an-108

didates to test o�ine the limits of alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination. A109
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Figure 5: Segmented anode sheme.

14.41 MBq-α 240Pu and 0.247 MBq-α 242Pu deposits were mounted alternatively110

in the hamber, equipped with plain and then segmented anodes to quantify the111

improvements. The other harateristis of the hamber were kept onstant (gas112

pressure, gap between anode and athode, eletri �eld, eletronis, DAQ sys-113

tem). Fig. 6 and 7 show the pulse-height spetra olleted for these deposits114

when using a plain anode.115
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Figure 6: Pulse height spetrum of the 240Pu sample (14.41 MBq), with a �ssion event

detetion e�ieny of 66%. The red dotted line show the threshold used to determine

the number of deteted �ssion fragments.

Beause of the deposits thikness (0.24 mg/m2), some of the �ssion frag-116

ments are stopped in the deposit. Monte-Carlo simulations [6℄ showed that117
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Figure 7: Pulse height spetrum of the 242Pu sample (0.247 MBq), with a �ssion event

detetion e�ieny of 97%. The red dotted line show the threshold used to determine

the number of deteted �ssion fragments.

�ssion fragments have an e�ieny of 94% to exit the deposits with enough en-118

ergy to be deteted in the gas afterwards. This loss has to be taken into aount119

in the �ssion detetion e�ieny alulation.120

To improve the alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination, the time signal of the121

anode was integrated over two gates and a pulse-shape disrimination (PSD)122

tehnique was used. The �rst gate is entered on the rising part of the sig-123

nal, while the seond one is entered on the maximum amplitude. By plotting124

the orrelation of these two harge signals (Fig. 8), the alpha-�ssion fragment125

separation an be improved from 66% to 91% for the 14.4 MBq 240Pu sample.126

Table 1 summarizes the measured e�ienies for the 240,242Pu samples, in127

di�erent on�gurations: plain anode, segmented anode, segmented anode and128

PSD analysis. These results show that using the segmented anode and a PSD129

analysis, an e�ieny as high as 91% an be obtained. For the lower ativity130

242Pu sample (0.247 MBq), the standard �ssion hamber provides a very good131

alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination and the improvements of the detetor has132

less impat.133

These tests validate the new onept of anode developed for high alpha-134

ativity atinides used in the �ssion hamber and new experimental measure-135

ments of 239Pu(n,f) PFNS were performed at WNR�LANSC (see setion 5).136
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Table 1: Informations onerning 240,242Pu tests, with the values of expeted and

measured �ssion rates for eah isotope. SF stands for Spontaneous Fission.

Atinide 240Pu 242Pu

Alpha ativity (MBq) 14.41 0.247

SF branhing ratio 5.7E-8 5.5E-6

SF rate (Hz) 0.82 1.36

Fragment emission e�ieny 0.94 0.94

Expeted �ssion rate (Hz) 0.77 1.28

Plain anode

Measured �ssion rate (Hz) 0.51 1.24

FF e�ieny (%) 66 97

Segmented anode

Measured �ssion rate (Hz) 0.60 1.25

FF e�ieny (%) 78 98

Segmented anode + PSD

Measured �ssion rate (Hz) 0.70 1.27

FF e�ieny (%) 91 99
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Figure 8: Example of a 2D histrogram showing the alpha-�ssion fragment disrimina-

tion for the 240Pu sample. This histogram is obtained by plotting one harge integration

versus the seond one (see text for details).

4. Simulations of the neutrons sattering137

The NPTool framework [7, 8℄ using the Geant4 simulation pakage was138

used to quantify the neutron sattering generated by the strutural material139

of the �ssion hamber. In this work, we used the high preision transport model140

G4NeutronHP using the default G4NDL nulear data. During experiments, the141

�ssion hamber is plaed at the enter of an array of 54 liquid-sintillator ells142

(Chi-Nu ells) as it an be seen in Fig. 9. Both inoming and outgoing neutrons143

may satter with the air or with the detetor materials, induing neutron bak-144

ground in the ells and a distortion of the neutron energy spetra. The detailed145

geometry and material of the �ssion hamber was arefully inluded in the sim-146

ulation (anode, athode, Ti walls, Al frame, PCB...) In order to quantify the147

e�et of the �ssion hamber, two di�erent simulations have been performed: one148

only with air and the seond one with the �ssion hamber inluded (see Fig. 9).149

Fig. 10 shows the fration of inoming neutrons sattered either by the air or150

by the �ssion hamber. The blue points orrespond to the �rst simulation only151

with air while the open red irles show the e�et of the added �ssion hamber.152

One an see that the �ssion hamber materials add a negligible bakground to153

the prompt-�ssion neutrons. Moreover, these prompt neutrons of interest are154

deteted in oinidene with a �ssion, then all sattered neutrons outside the155
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oinidene gate do not a�et the measurement. As a onsequene the fration156

of sattered neutrons shown in Fig. 10 orresponds to a higher limit whih is157

redued by the oinidene gate.

Figure 9: GEANT4 geometry of the �ssion hamber used in the NPTool simulations.

54 ells surrounding the �ssion hamber are reprodued. The inoming neutron beam

is represented by the blue trajetories.
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Figure 10: Normalized inoming neutrons sattered on air (blue full irles) and

air+�ssion hamber (red open irles). A maximum of 0.6% at very low energy of

the inoming neutrons are sattered and deteted in a Chi-Nu ell, and the e�et of the

�ssion hamber is negligible.

5. Experimental uses159

239Pu Prompt-Fission-Neutron Spetra (PFNS) were measured plaing the160

�ssion hamber, ontaining 47 mg of atinide in the WNR neutron beam to161
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indue �ssion of the Pu deposits. The detetor was surrounded by the 54 liquid162

sintillator ells of the Chi-Nu array [9℄. The inoming-neutron energy is deter-163

mined by time-of-�ight measurement between the beam pulsation and the event164

deteted in the hamber. Neutrons and gammas emitted by neutron-indued165

�ssion reation were deteted and identi�ed in the sintillator ells, and neu-166

trons energies measured via time-of-�ight tehnique. Results of this experiment167

were presented in [10℄. As an example, Fig. 11 shows the pulse-height spetra of168

239Pu �ssion hamber with and without beam. The �ssion detetion e�ieny169

was estimated to be lose to 95% for 10 MBq alpha ativity per hannel, thanks170

to some improvements on the design of the front-end eletronis boards.171

This good �ssion event identi�ation probability, ombined the very low172

neutron detetion threshold (≈ 200 keV) and the granularity of the Chi-Nu173

detetor, allowing angular emission orretions, as well as the high reorded174

statistis, lead to very preise PFNS measurements. Moreover, thanks to these175

harateristis, the number of neutrons emitted per �ssion (ν) as a funtion of176

inoming energy was extrated from the measurement with an unpreedented177

auray [11℄.178
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Figure 11: Pulse height spetra of 239Pu �ssion hamber obtained with (red) and

without (blue) beam (extrated from [10℄).
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6. Conlusions179

The �ssion hamber developed for PFNS measurements was improved to be180

used with high alpha-ativity samples. The housing was modi�ed to allow the181

assembly of the detetor in a gloves box. For �ssion detetion, a new onept182

of segmented anode was developed. Thanks to the use of these segmented183

anodes and modern front-end eletronis, a �ssion detetion e�ieny of 95%184

was reahed for alpha ativities as high as 10 MBq, to be ompared to a �ssion185

rate of 15 f/s.186

Thanks to its very high alpha-�ssion fragment disrimination apability, this187

�ssion hamber an be further used in �ssion ross-setion as well as PFNS188

measurements of very ative atinides, suh as 238,240,241,242Pu.189
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